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        [image: Send your significant other some PUGS & KISSES with hand made card featuring this SVG cut file!]
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                  [image: Another set of kits will be popping up on @HSN tomorrow at 9 am Eastern. They are houses that fold flat and fit in a 5x7 envelope. Once you take them out of the envelope they pop open and stand up on their own.  The &quot;Starter Home&quot; (as I am ]
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                  [image: Make your own scratch cards with this Golden Ticket kit I created for @mydiamondpress. This kit is seriously so much fun. Simply write or stamp a secret message, then die cut a scratch off sticker from one of the Scratch-Off-Sticker sheets included i]
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                  [image: BEWARE!!! There's a new interactive stamp and die kit coming to @HSN on Tuesday.  I created this Magic Window kit for @mydiamondpress and I am excited to show it off. It comes with 6 metal dies and 26 photopolymer stamps. Swipe to see all of the cont]
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                  [image: My girls are so excited to see #GuardiansOfTheGalaxyVol3 on opening night!!!  #CutPasteCelebrate #CassetteTapes #MixTape #SVGcutFiles]
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                  [image: Whether you are a kid of the 80s or a Guardian of the Galaxy, you are sure to love my latest SVG Cut Files! Download now for only $1.99.  #AwesomeMixTape #SVGcutFile #CutPasteCelebrate]
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                  [image: . . . and of course your daughter will need merch featuring her new Journalism Club logo, too! Thanks for making custom apparel so easy @printful. I would have loved being able to design my own apparel when I was in high school.  @bhs.thebengalbite  ]
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                  [image: When your daughter is the President of her school's Journalism Club, she &quot;hires&quot; you to design their new logo. Swipe to get a glimpse at our design process from sketch to final logo.  @bhs.thebengalbite #LogoDesign #DesignProcess]
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                  [image: Are you ready for tomorrow? Grab your favorite drinks and make them festive tonight with our printable drink wraps. Just print, cut, and celebrate!   Just click the link in our bio.  #StPatricksDayParty #SodaLover #CutPasteCelebrate]
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